
From the sweet smell of success, to the exquisite taste of freedom. 
From confidence, to comfort. Your every day has been defined by it. 
It’s indulgent. Elegant. The most spacious. Words can’t describe it, 
but yes, you’re in a Ciaz. You’re in a good space. Every second you 
spend in it, is pure joy. Every inch of its luxurious space, is yours to 
just sit back and enjoy. You know it, and so do all.

Immerse your senses in a space that redefines comfort 
and surrounds you in absolute luxury. It’s peaceful. 
Calming. And the best of it all, the most spacious. The 
experience of Ciaz is something you will long for when 
you’re not inside it. You will keep coming back to it, day 
after day.

The Ciaz comes equipped with the revolutionary 
Progressive Smart Hybrid Technology that makes your 
drive better and smoother. Its integrated starter 
generator, paired with a Lithium-ion and a Lead Acid 
Battery, helps in regenerating braking energy and 
provides torque assist to the engine during acceleration. 

Out on the roads, driving the Ciaz with Automatic Transmission is pure 
bliss. It moves effortlessly, even through the busiest of lanes, letting 
you unwind through the chaos and be in your own space.

The Ciaz comes with the BS VI compliant K15 (1.5L) Petrol Engine, 
delivering a sophisticated blend of great performance and a smooth 
drive, enhancing your experience. Every day. On every turn.

Relax on every journey you take with the Cruise Control Feature System 
which lets you pick any cruising speed over 40 km/h. Now, click and 
drive through the highway with unmatched ease.

The world is yours to connect with. Your beloved tunes on your 
fingertips. And directions to new destinations at your command. That’s 
the simplicity of SmartPlay Infotainment System. Plug in, or seamlessly 
connect your Smartphones, and experience unlimited entertainment 
with uninterrupted connectivity. It’s truly a good space.
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T̂he speed alert system gives audible warning for alert of 
over-speed to driver. When vehicle speed exceeds about 80 km/h, 
primary level warning with two beeps will sound every minute. 
When the vehicle speed exceeds about 120 km/h, secondary level 
warning with continuous beeps will sound. If the vehicle speed is 
slowed down to about 118 km/h, primary warning will resume. If the 
vehicle is slowed down to about 78 km/h, speed alert warning will 
ststop. This buzzer does not indicate any malfunction in vehicle.

Maruti Suzuki India Limited reserves the right to change, without 
notice, price, colours, equipment specifications, and models and 
also to discontinue models and/or replace any part or accessory 
with any other product. Accessory and feature shown in the 
pictures may not be a part of standard equipment and will differ 
according to the variant. Any offers made will be subject to 
availability of the product. For more details, contact your nearest 
NEXA DNEXA Dealership.

LEGEND: (   ) Available; (X) Not Available
#Spare wheel material is steel & spare tyre size is 185/65 R15. ##Some parts of the Leather Appointed Seat Upholstery contains man-made material. 

*VDA Method. **As Certified by Test Agency Under Rule 115 of Central Motor Vehicles Rules 1989. Features shown may vary from variant to variant. 
Car's headlights have been enhanced as per the ambience. Car colour may vary due to printing on paper. Images used are for illustration purposes 
only. Appearance of black glass is due to lighting effect. Automatic Transmission is available in Delta, Zeta and Alpha variants.

Ciaz S is Ciaz S is available in Sangria Red, Metallic Premium Silver and Pearl Snow White colour options only.


